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Abstract. The following new results are obtained about infinite regular Thue systems S: (1) if 
S is Church-Rosser, the word problem is solvable in linear time; (2) if S is mwadic Church- 
Rosserq it defines a nontrivial boolean algebra of DCFLs; (3) if S is monadic Church-Rosser 
and so is another system T, equivalence cf S and T is decidable; (4) if S is monadic, it is decidable 
if S is Church-Rosser; (5) if S is not monadic it is undecidable if S is Church-Rosser. 
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0. Introduction 
A There system is a rewritmg system involving strings over a finite alphabet. 
Finite Thue systems were invented by Axe1 Thue in 1914, who studied the word 
problem for such systems, and observed that it might not be solvable-a fact proved 
independently by Post and Markov in the late 1940s. Until the introduction of 
regular monadic and context-free monadic Thue systems by Book, Jan&en and 
Wrathall [S], only finite Thue systems were studied. In this paper I shall answer 
several questions about infinite regular Thue systems proposed in [S]; the answers 
will usually generalize but sometimes complement facts already known about finite 
Thue systems. 
In the late 1960s Nivat and others began to study congruences defined by finite 
Thue systems; a comprehensive survey is given by Berstel [ 11. In [ 101, Cachet and 
Nivat studied cmgrrrerztial languages, which they defined as finite unions of con- 
grtience classes induced by some finite Thue system S. They showed that when S 
is finite, monadic, and Church-Rosser, the congruential languages share many 
properties with the Dyck sets. 
For instance, they showed that every such congruentizl language is unambiguous 
and context-free. Cachet [9] clarified this result by remarking that the languages 
involved are deterministic context-free: this was proved by Book [2] using the 
theory of pushdown automata. I shall generalize the result to infinite regular 
monadic Thue systems (Theorems 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). 
Book, Jantzen and Wrathall have shown [5] that if S is context-free, monadic. 
and Church-Rosser, and K is a regular set, then the union of congruence classes 
of strings in R is a context-free language (though not necessarily deterministic 
context-free). 
It is significant that if S is not both Church-Rosser and monadic then the above 
result will probably not hold. Jantzen [ 151 exhibited a monadic Thue system 
containing just one rule where the congruence classes are not context-free 
languages. Berstel [ 11 exhibited a finite Church-Rosser Thue system whose con- 
gruence classes art‘ not context-free languages. 
Since any ‘I’hue sysftm is notdwrian with respect to reduction based on string 
length, the word problem for finite Church-Rosser Thue systems is clearly s~l~:~ble. 
Nivat observed that the same holds for finite Thue systems which have the weaker 
property of being almost confluent or the still weaker property of being preperfect. 
However, Jantzen and Monien (reported in [4) have constructed a finite almost 
co&lent Thue system whose word problem is complete for PSPA?E. On the other 
h:tr\lJ, C’h~ch-Rosser Thue systems admit tractable word problems: Rook, Jantzen 
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and Wrathall [5] showed that the word problem for Thue systems which are 
context-free, monadic, and Church-Rosser can always be solved in polynomial 
time, and Book [2] showed that the word probiem for finite Church-Rosser Thue 
systems can be solved in linear time. I shall generalize this last result to infinite 
regular Thue systems (Theorem 2.2.6). 
CJ. Generalizations of the word problem 
In [16] Nivat and Benois observed that equivalence of finite almost confluent 
hue systems is decidable. In [7] Book and 6’Dtinlaing showed that equivalence 
of two finite Thue systems is undecidable, even when one of them is Church-Rooser. 
In [5) Book, Jantzen and Wrathall showed that equivalence of context-free monadic 
Thue systems is undecidable ven when both are Church-Rosser. We shall see that 
rxquivalence of regular monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems is decidable (Theorem 
2.3.5), a result communicated by R. Book. 
Thus, regular monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems have powerful decidability 
properties. In further evidence of this, Book [3] has given a uniform procedure for 
deciding a wide class of first-order formulae involving variables, in a fixed model 
where the equality relation is interpreted as the congruence generated by some 
finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system. He observed that the methods easily 
generalize to the case where the congruence is generated by an infinite regular 
monadic Church-Rosser Thue system. 
0.4. Dwidability of tk Clrrrrch-Rosscr propert_v 
Since the Church-Rosser property is so powerful, it is natural to ask whether it 
is a decidable property for certain classes of Thue system. For finite Thue systems 
the properties of being Church-Rosser and of being almost confluent are both 
decidable: a decision procedure for almost-confluence is given in [16], where the 
general question is reduced to a finite set of instances. Book and 6’Dtinlaing [6] 
showed that this procedure can be used to decide in polynomial time whether a 
finite Thue system is Church-Rosser. Conversely, Book, Zantzen and Wrathall [SJ 
showed that the Church-Rosser property is undecidable iDr (infinite) context-free 
monadic Thue systems. I shall answer the corresponding question for infinite regular 
Thue systems (Theolcms 3.3.6 and 4.1.3 1. Thus there is a striking contrast between 
the tinite case (tractable), the regular monadic case (decidable), and the context-free 
monadic and regular nonmonadic cases (undecidable). * 
I. Definitions 
I. 1. Sirirlgs owr mz alphntw: 
An alphabet ,’ is a fillite set whose members are called SJVI:~O/S ; 121 &notes the 
cardinality of Z. The set of strirzgs otter 2 is denoted X*, and <j derlotes ti-it: e~z~tt’ 
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string, which has length 0; in general 1x1 denotes the length of a string X. Given 
strings x and y, their product xy is obtained by concatenation, and this operation 
makes C* a semigroup with identity e- i.e., a monoid-the free monoid over Z. 
If & and C2 are alphabets then a homomorphism h : 2: + 2: is a map satisfying: 
h (xy ) = h(x)h (y) for all x, y E J$. The homomorphism h is uniquely determined 
by its action on the symbols in 21. 
A congruence = on C* is an equivalence relation on C* satisfying: for all w, x, y, 
and z EC* if x = z then wxy = wzy. 
If x., y E C* then x is a prefix of xy (a proper prefix if y # e ) and y is a sr~fix of 
k-y (a proper sufj?x if x # e). If x, y, z E C* then y is a substring of xyz (a proper 
substring if xz # e j. 
Given x E X*, xR denotes the reversal of X, obtained by writing x backwards. If 
L is a language over C, i.e., a subset of S*, then the reversal LR of L is the language 
{x”: x EL}. If L is a language over C1 and h : 2;” +2Cz is a homomorphism, then 
the language h (L) over Cz is a homomorphic image of L. If L 1 and Lz ate languages 
over C then their concatenation L1 l L2 is the language {xy : s E L1 and y E L& 
In this paper a DFA will mean a deterministic finite automaton. An NDFA will 
mean a nondeterministic finite automaton, and an e-NDFA will mean a nondetet- 
mini! ric finite automaton allowing e-moves. All of these automata accept the regular 
sets. A CFG is a context-free grammar and it generates a CFL (context-free 
language). A DPDA is a deterministic pushdown automaton and it accepts a DCFL 
(deterministic context-free language). All these concepts are defined in [ 131. 
1.2. Thrre systems 
A Thue system S owr ml cl/@ahc)r S ’ is a (not nwcssarily finite1 subset of J’* Y P:. 
The notation ‘((w = 0)’ represents a typical memlw of S, called a (rcwritin~ 1 r& \ 
of S. Given such a Thue system, 
DOMAIN(S) = {(Y : (a/3 )Wx = p) c s)); 
RANGE(S) = {p : (3cu)((t~ = /3) E S)). 
Given a Thue system S; a rule (a = p) of S is ( 1) ~c~ilRrlr_rcaciclcinS, (2 1 hgflr- 
pr~sertlir~g, (3) lengr}t-i~lcreclsing if respectively ( 1) 10 1 B Ifi 1, (2‘1 Icr i = 181. 01 Itu 1 C @I. 
A Thue system S over X is: 
( 1) !C ugth-reducirlg (-prtwwing, -iucriwsirrg ) if all its rules arc’ length-reducing 
(respectively: -preserving, -i:lcrcasing); 
(2) rrrwquirvx~~rl if it contains !IO two distinct rub ((t = c;‘I 1 >ncl ((1 = &I; 
(3 ) wgthr if 
(i) RANGE(S) is finite, 
(ii, for every /3 E RANGF(9, S ‘(lj) is n regular wt; 
i 4) coritest-free if 
(8 RANGE(S) is finite, 
(ii) for every fl E RANGE(S), S ‘(p1 is ;‘I contest-free language (CFLb; 
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(5) monadic if 
(i) RANGE(S) EC u {e), 
(ii) S is length-reducing. 
Given a Thue system S, the Thue congruence A,s, generated by S is the finest 
congruence relation containing S. To be more explicit, we writt: x w(S) y, if there 
exist factorizations x = ucro and y = t@v where either ((w = p) or (p = ar) is a rule 
of S. Then e,s, is the reflexive transitive closure of the (symmetric) relation etS). 
If Y 6 ,s, y they are congruent (module S). For any string x the congruence class 
[x]~ of x is the set {y E Z*: x ;*,s,y}. The word problem for a Thue system S is to 
design a decision gzocedure for congruence of strings (modulo S). Two Thue systems 
are equivalent if they generate the Sam? congruence. 
1.3. Confluent and Church-Rosser 77we ~SW~S 
Given a Thue system S, write x +tS, ~8 if x ~,s,y and Ix I> Iy I. The reflexive 
transitive closure *,s, of this rela?ion IS called reduction (modulo S). Note that 
since strings cannot have negative length, the relation +,s) is noetherian-i.e., there 
exists no infinite chain of proper reductions. Given x hcs, y one says that x reduces 
to ,V and ,v is a descendant of x. A string x is irreducible if it has no d2ecenciannt 
except itself; IRR(S) denotes the set of strings which are irreducible (IY odulo S). 
A Thue system S is Church-Rosser if every pair x and y of congrusnt strings 
have a common descendant z. A Thue system S is confluent if every pair x and y 
of strings with a common ancestor w have a common descendan: z. Since +, is 
noctherian we can require in either case that z be irreducible (in whi& case z is 
easel) shown to be uniquely determined by _Y or by y). The presence of length- 
preserving rules in S may allow S to be confluent without being Church-Rosser, 
but otherwise the two properties are equivalent. The notion of confluence will be 
useful in Section 3 where Nivat’s criteria are discussed. 
Suppose that S is recursive so that for every string x its set of decendants is 
effectively constructible. Thus if S is also Church-Rosser, then its word problem 
is clearly solvable. The first part of this paper describes a linear-time solution to 
the word problem when S is regular and Churcli-Rosser. 
In order to do this, it is necessary to construct from S an unequivocal Thue 
system T which is length-reducing, Church-Rosser, and equivalent to S. The steps 
in the construction are as follows. 
First construct a length-reducing Thue system So from S by discarding all 
length-preserving rules in S and reversing the length-increasing rules in S. Note 
that since S has finite range, St, differs from S in only finitely many rules, and it is 
easy to deduce that So is also a regular Thue system. Note also that the relations 
-Q~,, and +.s, coincide; since S is Church-Rosser it follows easily that SO is 
Church-Rosser and equivalent to S. 
For each string p in RANGE(&) let DO be a deterministic finite automaton 
(DFA) accepting S$ (0). Using a Cartesian product construction [ 131 one can 
construct a DFA D accepting tht: union of all the sets S,’ (p ), i.e., accepting 
DOMAIN&). States of D are vectors whose components are states of the &; 
the accepting states of D are those with at least one component an accepting state 
of some DO. Thus one can label each accepting state q of L) with a string r(q) in 
RANGE(&), so that for any string u, if S *(qo! u ) = (I, therl (u = r(q)) is a rule of 
SO (here q. is the initial state of D and S* is its extended transition function [13]). 
In choosing r(q) ties are broken arbitrarily. 
Now define the unequivocal Thue system T as follows: 
(a = P, E T if and only it (CY = p) E So and /3 = r@*(q:,, CL’ )). 
The following lemma summarizes the properties of T. 
Lemma 1.3.1. Given a regular Church-Rosser Tltuc system S, otw cw cotrstrtrct l 
regular rrnequicocal ieqth-reducing The system T which is Chrch-Rosser ~wi 
equicalerlt to S. Also, IRR(S) = IRR( T), arul T call be preserltled OS tt DFA 0 
(accepting DOMAIN( T)) artgrnerlted with a fwctiorz 7 which crssociates a strhg 
~(9) with eac?t accepting state q of D. This comtrrrctiorr cw h nuzck i#kctit‘c~ irr 
terms of a snitabke presentation of S. 
Proof. The steps from S to SC, and from So to T have already been described. 
Clearly, T is unequivocal and T 5 So. Note that IRR(&) = IRRrS) and S,, is 
Church-Rosser and equivalent to S. Clearly, 
and by construction DOMAIN&) = DOMAIN(T). Thus IRR\S\ = IRRr T). 
Clearly s +7 ! y implies s +, ~3. Conversely, if s +, ~1, let s l be an irreducible 
descendant of x imodulo T-not modulo S) and yl an irreducible descmdant of 
_v (module T). Then s 1 and !ll are irreducible modulo S and congruent modulo S 
so .v 1 = y,; thus we 1~:~ a common descendant of s and 1’ module r. This proves 
both that they are congruent module T and that T is Church-Rosser. Finally it is 
clear that the construction of T can tw made effcctivc in terms of a suitable 
presentation of S. 5 
1-lw~c~cr, 1RKr.Q may he much more complicated than S in the following sense. 
Supprw that S is prescntcd as a list (p 1, l3, \, . . . , (pry D, ) where (I’,. . . . . pI) = 
KAYGE~.S) and for each i, [Ii is a DFA xcepting S ‘(pG j. Then if k is the total 
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IRR(S) may stilr not be accepted by any NDFA lvith 
is some constant greater than 1. The folIowing example 
number of states in the D,, 
fewer than Ck states where c 
illusttates this. 
Example 1.3.3. For j = 1,2,. . . , let Rj consist of all strings over (0, 1) of length 
j + 1 whose first and last symbols differ; each Rj is finite, hence regular, but it is 
also easy to construct a (2j + 3)-state DFA accepting Ri. 
If S = Ri x {e} then IRR(S) is the set P’ of all strings over (0, 1) which are periodic 
of period j : pi = (u ‘0 : Irr I= j, 101 <j, and if i > 0 then o is a proper prefix of u}. 
NO such set Pi can be recognized by NDFA with less than 2’ states. This is easily 
proved by contradiction: suppose P = (K, (0, l), 6, &, F) is a NDFA accepting Pi 
and #K s 2’. For each string w of length j, P must accept WV, so S *(&, w ) n 
8 _‘(F, w)=K, #8. S’ mce #K < 2’ and there are 2’ such strings w, there must exist 
strings II # c of length j such that K,, A KL, # 8. Thus, 6*(Ktr, u) n S-‘(F, v) # fl and 
P accepts UC, which does not belong to Pia The same argument holds even when 
P is allowed to make e-transitions. 
2. Properties of regular Church-Rosser systems 
This section covers ome decision procedures and families of languages associated 
with a regular Church-Rosser Thue system S over an alphabet 2. The results 
generalize what was previously known to hold for finite Thue systems. 
The first task is to design a linear-time procedure to decide of two strings x and 
!’ over c whether ~.cl+,~,p. The procedure is simple: compute REDUCE(.v), the 
[unique) irreducible descendant of s (module S); compute REDUCE(y); test the 
resulting strings for equality. Since S is Church-Rosser, .Y +s, y if and only if 
REDUCEQs) = REDUCEtv ). Thus it is enough to compute REDUCE(x) in linear 
time. 
Following Book [2] I shall describe a deterministic automaton M which computes 
REDUCE(x 1. The machine M has two pushdown stacks and a finite-state control. 
The stacks are given the (mnemonic) names PREFIX and SUFFIX, and their 
contents during execution are represented as an ordered pair (y, z) of strings over 
L Mere 2 equals the contents of SUFFIX with its leftmost symbol on top and ,v 
represents the contents of PREFIX with its rightmost symbol on top; v is actually 
a homomorphic image of the true stack contents. 
The machine M runs in IWO modes, READ and REDUCE. Initially it is in 
READ mode with stack configuration (e, x). In a READ phase M transfers ymbols 
from SUFFIX to PREFIX until either it empties SUFFIX (and stops) or it reaches 
a stack configuration (y, z ) where y is reducible: specifically, where y = uv and S 
contains a length-reducing rule (u = p). M then enters a REDUCE phase in which 
it pops L‘ from PREFIX and pushes p on SUFFIX. Then it begins a new READ 
phase with stack configuration (u, &Z ), etc. 
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&early during READ phases the combined string yt represented by stack 
configuration (y, z) is a descendant of x (modulo S). When 1M stops, z = e and 
y = REDUCE(x). This informal description makes M seem highly nondeterminis- 
tic; in Section 2.1 we shall see how 1M can be made deterministic and guaranteed 
to halt in 0(1x I) steps. 
2.1. Computing REDUCE(x) 
The machine 1M just described is a variant of the machine D described by Book 
in Theorem 4.1 of [2], which computes REDUCE(x) for a finite Thue system S. 
The main difference is in how M can tell, given stack configuration (y, z ), whether 
some suffix of y is in DOMAIN(S). Book’s method is to scan the top n symbols 
of y where n is the maximum length of strings in DOMAIN(S). Since DOMAIN(S) 
can now be infinite, this method no longer suffices and we must somehow encode 
the information in the symbols of PREFIX. 
First we apply Lemrna 1.3.l.to the regular Church-Rosser system S and obtain 
an equivalent unequivocal Thue system T which can be presented as a 6-tuple 
K, C, 8, qo, F, 7). Here (K, S, 6, 90, F) is a DFA accepting DOMAIN(T) in the 
sense of [13] and 7 is a map from the accepting states F to RANGE(T). 
The transition function 6 : K x 2l+ K extends naturally to 6” : K x X* -+ K as 
defined in [13]. We shall consider two other functions S ’ and 8” associated with 
8 as follows: Given 0 c K and c E E*, 
given p f K and y E Z*, 
S 7 p, y ) = {S”( p, ty ): u a nonenz??fy suffix of y ), 
Relevant properties of 6 ’ and 8” are set out below (the notation ‘S&’ is peculiar 
to this paper). 
hoof. t 1,2) are straightforward and (3) is trivial. 
(4 1 If y is irreducible then yb is reducible if and only if some (nonempty) suffx 
t’ of yb is in DOMAIN(T), i.e. S*(9,,, tj) E F. Thus yh is reducible if and only if 
R*($U, yh)nF##. r;z1 
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Using Lemma 2.1.1 we can complete the description of M. First we define the 
stack alphabet A for PREFIX: 
A =($,0)u{(a, P): a LL!kPc K}. 
Here $ is any symbol not in C so ($, 8) will mark the bottom of the stack PREFIX. 
Now A4 computes REDUCE(x) as follows: 
Initially: PREFIX contains the symbol ($,0) and SUFFIX contains the input 
string x, with its leftmost syrrrbol on top; M begins a READ phase. 
READ phase: If SUFFIX is empty, M stops. Otherwise, with (a, P) on top of 
PREFIX and 6 on top of SUFFIX, A4 pops b from SUFFIX and pushes (6, Q) on 
PREFIX, where 
If 
0 = ts(fqo}u P,6). 
Q >F=& 
then A4 continues the READ phase, else it begins a REDUCE phase. 
REDUCE phase : (a) M chooses some state 4 in Q A F (ties are broken 
arbitrarily), where Q n F is as above, and pops from PREFIX a string 
(ai, Pi) l l 9 (aj, Pi) such that 40 E S-‘((q), ai l l aj). Note that ai l l l ai = U, say, is in 
DOMAIN(T). 
(b) M pushes the string r(q) on SUFFIX, rightmost symbol first. This ends the 
REDUCE phase; A4 begins a new READ phase. 
Remark. In part (a) of the REDUCE phase A4 is able to determine the string 
u a,” = l aj by ‘computing’ S- * ((4). ai 9 l * aj) as in Lemma 2.1.1 (1); the string v 
is, of course, scanned from right to left. 
2.2. Justification of the algorithm 
First I shall state three lemmas whose proofs are quite easy, and then use the.m 
to prove that M computes REDUCE( 9) and runs in linear time. From this we shall 
deduce that the word problem for any regular Church-Rosser Thue system is 
solvable in linear time. 
Lemma 2.2.1. During any computation of the machine M, the contents of PREFIX 
take the form (ao, Po)(al, PI} . 9 l (aL, Pk), where k 2 0 (sq* PREFIX is never empty), 
(a(,, PO) = ($, (d), for 1 s j s k. aj E 25, and for 0 s j s k, Pi = S#(qo, ala2 l * l aj). 
Therefore the string y = a 1 9 l l ak determines the contents of PREFIX uniquely 
(if k = 0, y = e), and we can use the notation introduced at the start of Section 2, 
viz., the respective contents of PREFIX and SUFFIX will be represented by the 
ordered pair (y, z ), where y is as above, and z is the string held in SUFFIX, leftmost 
symbol on top. 
‘3Ul!l .It?3U!l U! SUt'U )j/ MOYS 0) kSt?3 S! 11 
a '((p)l'1'z WIUI~~ LUOJ3 UO!l3"pU! hq SMOIIOJ SFqL 'JOOld 
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of its stacks, and then tests these strings for equality by emptying the stachs. By 
Theorem 2.2.5, Ma can be made to run in time 0(1x I+ Iy I). Therefore the following 
theorem holds. 
Theorem 2.2.6. When S is regular and Church-Rosser its word problem can bp 
solved in linear time. 
2.3. Regular monadic Thrtc systems and DCFLs 
Suppose that T is not only unequivocal as in Section 2.1, but also monadic, and 
Ad computes REDUCE( .) as described in Section 2.1. In step (b) of a REDUCE 
phase, M pushes a string /3 on SUFFIX, and at the beginning of the next READ 
phase, A4 pops a symbol b from SUFFIX and pushes the appropriate symbol (6, Q> 
onto PREFIX. Since T is monadic, either /3 = e or p = b. Thus we can change the 
design of M so that if p # e, then instead of pushing /3 onto SUFFIX, M pushes 
the appropriate symbol (& 0) onto PREFIX. 
Clearly, with this modification, n/r st:ll computes RED’ TrE( l ) in the sense of 
Theorem 2.2.4. Note, however, that M never pushes a,lything onto SUFFIX. 
Therefore, M behaves as if SUFFIX were a one-way read-cnly input tape; in other 
words, .M is a deterministic pushdown automaton (DPDA). Summarising 
Lemma 2.3.1. If T is an unequivocal regular monadic Thue system, then 
REDUCE( - I cat1 be corrupted (in the sermse of Theorem 2.2.4) on a DPDA. 
Corollary 2.3.2. If T is as above and R IS a regular subset of .Y*, then the se1 
x = (s f ,f*: REDUCE(.+z R} is a DCFL. 
Proof. Let M be the DPDA of Lemma 2.3.1. Its stack corresponds to the stack 
called PREFIX in Section 2.1. From Lemma 2.2.1 there is a hom~morphisrn 12 
from J* to Z* where J is the stack alphabet and h (w ) - y where IV is the unique 
encoding of a string )’ in the stack. Thus given a string x, REDUCE(x) E R if and 
only if M stops with a string wg on its stack where h(wo) E R. Since 12 -l(R) is a 
regular set it follows from [ 12, Lemma 3.11 that X is a DCFL. Cl 
Nate. In the above proof it is not enough to say “let M compute w() and by reading 
it backwards determine whether Ir ( wrbJ E R.” This is because M, being deterministic, 
cannot guess when it has finished computing w,. 
If R is a regular set and S (and therefore T) is monadic, then the set R. of all 
descendanrs of R (module T) is a regular set [5, Theorem 2.51. Thus, since S is 
Church-Rosser, 
[R]s={x~x*:sy~R(x C*,&} = {x EC*: REDUCE(x) E Rr,rs IRR(S)‘Z, 
and the following is immef.liate. 
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Theorem 2.3.3. If S is regular monadic and Church-Rosser and R is a regular set, 
then the union [Rls of congruence classes of strings in R is a DCFL. 
By rewording Theorem 2.3.3 we see that S defines a boolean algebra of DCFLs: 
Theorem 3.3.4. With S as in Theorem 2.3.3, let 9 be the boolean algebra of regular 
subsets of IRR(S). For each R E 8, write [R]s to denote u([x]s: x E R). 77zen the 
family 9-([R]j: R E$) f orms a boolean algebra of DCFLs. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.3, each [R]s is a DCFL. Since 9 is a boolean algebra with 
maximal element IRR(S), it will be enough to show: 
(i) R E$ implies E*\,[R]s = [IRR(S)\R]s; 
(ii) RI and R2@ in,plies[R&n[R&=[R1nR&. 
(i) Let x E C* and let y be the unique irreducible string congruent to s : thus, 
[x1.$ A IRR(S) = {y}. By definition x E [R]s if and only if y E R ; x E Ir*\[R]s if and 
only if y E IRR(SjJR. Thus Yr*\[R]s = [IRR(S)\R]s. 
(ii) With x and j as in (i), we know that s E [ Ri]s if and only if y E Ri (i = 1,2). 
Thus x E [IR 11s n VG]s if and only if y E R, nR2. Thus [R&n[R& = 
[R 1 1-l &]s. n 
Note that the family 9 has other properties not common to all DCFLs. For 
example, if L E 9, th.en the reversal IdR of L is a DCFL (defined by the Thue system 
§“={(CYR =a): (a =:cr)ES)). 
Another property of regular monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems is that 
equivalence of such systems is decidable. This result was pointed out by R. Book 
(personal communication). 
Theorem 2,3.5. Givtw regular rnorurdic Church-Rosscr Thue s~stcms S1 and Sz over 
the snv~ alphabet Lr, it is decidczble i, S1 arld Sz art* equivalent. 
Proof. Clearly, since S, and Sz are interchangeable, it is enough to show that the 
question “For every rule (cu = /3) E S1 are CY and /3 congruent (modulo Sz)?” is 
decidable. 
Thus, we want to decide if for every p E RANGE&) the set LB = {(u : (cu = @) E St) 
is contained in the set R, = (cu : u ++,,@}. LL3 is a regular set, and by Theorem 
2.3.3, Rlj is a DCFL. 
Furthermore, though it was not mentioned in Theorem 2.3.3, the DPDA accept- 
ing R{{ is effectively constructible from fi and &. Also, a DFA accepting & is 
effectively constructible from p and S1. 
Now, given this data, the question “Is LsJ3 c RI*‘?” is decidable [ 13, Theorems 10.4 
and 10.61. Since RANGE(&) is finite, the question “For every (a = p j E S1, are (Y 
and p congruent (modulo &)?” is decidable. 
Thus, as asserted, it is decidable if S1 and & are equivalent. 2 
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In contrast to Theorem 2.3.5, it is undecidable If two monadic Church-Rosser 
ccntext-free Thue systems are equivalent [S, Theorem 6.11. 
3. Confluence of a regular monadic Thue system is decidable 
In this section I shall describe a decision procedure for the question “Is ,c 
confluent?” where S is a regular monadic Thue system. It is essential that S 3e 
monadic: as will be shown in Section 4 there is no decision procedure for arbl. -ary 
regular S. 
It turns out that Nivat’s criteria for confluence of S, described in Section 3.1, 
reduce effectively to a finite number of questions of the form “Do A and B contain 
no strings in common ?” where A is a regular set and B is a context-free language. 
Such questions are decidable [131. 
If S were regular but not monadic, Nivat’s test would still reduce to finitely many 
questions “A n B = (b?” where A is regular; however, B would probably not be 
context-free, so the reduction would not yield a decision procedure; according to 
Section 4 no such procedure exists. 
Similarly, if S were monadic and context-free but not regular, the sets A would 
not be regular and B would not be context-free (because then IRR(S) would be 
the complement of a CFL but not necessarily a CFL). Thus the results of this 
section are consistent with the known result [S] that confluence of context-free 
monadic Thue systems is undecidable. 
The results of this section will depend heavily on the following lemma, which is 
a variant of Theorem 2.2 in [S]. 
Lemma 3.0.1. Let S be a regular monadi,: The system over an alphabet Z and let 
L be a cmtext-free lattguage (CFL) ow C gerzerated by a context-free grammar 
(CFG) H. Then the set 
L’ = (u E z*: (30 E L)(u yq)L’,) 
is N CFL, artd a CFG G generating L’ may be constructed effectively from W and S. 
3.1. A variarrt of Nivat ‘s criteria 
Recall Nivat‘s criteria [l] for confluence of S: 
(A) for all strings II, W, /3r, p2 E Z*, if there exists a string v # e such that (uv = ,&) 
and (W = ps) are both length-reducing rules of S, then &up and up2 possess a 
common descendant z (modulo S). 
(B) For all strings II, L‘, W, &, & such that (uvw = p ,) and (v =: &) are 
both length-reducing rules of S, L&W and p1 possess a common descendant z 
(module S 1. 
These criteria all involve special instances arising from the definition of 
confluence, so they are clearly necessary. Their sufficiency can be proved using 
noetherian induction [ 141. 
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To get these criteria into a more manageable form, it is convenient o define 
certain subsets of C* and of C* XC* as follows (in this definition S need not be 
regular nor monadic): 
Definition 3.1.1. Let S be a length-reducing Thue syskm cvx C. As usual IRR(S) 
denotes the set of irreducible strings (modulo S). 
(i) If PI, p2 E RANGE(S), then 
(ii) DI (set of pairs of distinct irreducible strings) 
DIE iset of pairs of sirings w;;h distinct irreducible Jescendants) 
{iii! If 
tiv) If 
[Jsing 
= {(.A-,, _Q): (3(z1, tz) E DIkv, ~,~,z&.Y+,~,z~~~. 
&, p2 E RANGE(S), then 
OTHERIDk ) (sot of strings with an irreducible descendant other than 2 b 
= ( s E z’*: (3y E IRRtS,:(z}~(.r .=-Q\!’ 1). 
these concepts, we can simplify Nivat’s criteria, as the following lemma 
shows. First, for each p E RANGE(S), choose some irreducible descendant 6. Of 
course, 6 is uniquely doternrincd by fi if S is confluent (or if S is monadic, for 
Proof. Ot11v if’: Suppose criterion (A’) fails. Then there exist irreducible strings 
:1 F z2 which arc clcsctxdmts of r(3 I IV and rr@J ~spcctivcly, where for some 1’ ;* (J. 
S contains ([fc = 0 1) and ( L’W = ,!YI~L Hence t L ;tnd : 2 art‘ distinct :ind irreducible 
wl,th a common ancestor If c\v, and S is not conftuent. 
If criterion (B’) fails, then there exist strings 14, t‘, w and !* where S contains 
I ww = fll ) and (t- = &), ;tncl \’ is an irreducible descendant of &rt* different from 
&. Ht’nce v and 8, arc distinct and irrcducibk with a common ancestor IILW, so 
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Thus criteria (A’) and (B’) are necessary for S to be confluent. 
If: It is enough to show that criteria (A’) and (B’) respectively imply Nivat’s 
criteria (A) and (B). 
(A’) implies (A): Suppose u f e and S contains (UU = &) and (UW = &). Let z1 
be an irreducible descendant of &w and 22 an irreducible descendant of u&. If 
criterkir (A’) holds, (21, ~2) ti DI. This implies z 1 = 22 is a common descendant of 
&w and 4432. 
(B’) implies (B): Suppose S contains (uvw =@I) and (u =&). Let z be an 
irreducible descendant of u&w. If criterion (B’) holds, then z ti IRR(S)\(PI1}, so 
z = /$I is a common descendant of u&w and &. I2 
3.2. Criterion (B’) is decidable r&err S is regular monadic 
When S is regular and monadic we shall see that the following holds (the notation 
From Lemma 3.1.2): 
(i) BCLASH(&, /3z) is always regular; 
(ii) OTilERID&) is always a cc>ntext-free language. 
Since it is decidable if the intersection of a regular set and a context-free language 
empty, criterion (B’) is decidable. 
In order to show that BCLASH(&, &) is regular, it is convenient to construct 
an e-NDFA, rather than a DFA, which accepts it. Of course, it is not enough to 
show that such an e-NDFA exists; we want to show it is effectively constructible 
from fi ,, 82, and S. 
Write L1 for S ‘(PI) and Lz for S ‘(&). L1 and L2 are regular, and 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let j3z 64 any strirtg over C and !et L1 and L2 be languages otler C 
sltch that L 1 is regular. Then 
(9 the set \ 
(ii) If L2 is presertted in such a way that for any regular set R the qrrestiorl 
“L2 17 R = W?” I. d ‘P eci (I d 61 ( e irl particldiar, when LL is regular [ 1 .?I), then an e- NDFA 
ucceptirtg L3 is eflectice0, corMwtihle from a suitable fbiite presentation of L 1, L2 
arid &. 
Proof. We may suppose that L1 is defined by NDFA N1 = (K1, E, &, &I, Fl). For 
any state p in K, define 
in other words 8: (p, L2) is the set of states of N1 reachable from p via strings in Lz. 
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An e-NDFA N3 accepting L3 is constructed as follows. Suppose that x E LJ, SO 
for some strings U, v, and w, u E Lz, uvw E L1, and x = u&w. Ns accepts x as follows. 
(a) N3 reads u and nondeterministically computes astate p. in SF (&I, u ); 
(b\ N3 chooses nondeterministically a state p1 in 8; (~0, L2), and remembers it
whilk scanning & and hence verifying that 1432 isa prefix of x ; 
(c) Having checked &, N3 scans the remainder w of x, verifying that 
fiT(pl, w)nF, #ZId. 
This (accepting) computation sequence amounts to proving that x can be factored 
as I.&W where for some string u in L 2, ST(&l, uvw)nF~ 4; i.e., uvw E L1. Thus 
X4!+ 
. 
In general Ns is easiest constructed as an e-NDFA-the e-transition occurs in 
going from phase (a) to phase (b). It is not difficult to show that the construction 
of N3 can be made effective from N, , p2, and a table representing the finite function 
fi? (. , L). Hence, in order to prove part (ii) of this lemma it suffices to show that 
8;* ( . , LJ is effectively constructible. To show this, let us write 
for all states p, q of N,. Clearly the sets N1 (p, q) are regular, and for each state p 
of N, 
and (ii) follows immediately. q 
The above lemma may now be applied to the case where L 1= S ‘(PI) and 
L2 = S ‘(&) for a regular Thue system S so LJ = BCLASH(p 1, &). Assuming that 
S is presented so as to make NDFAs, say, accepting L l and L:! effectively construct- 
iblc from S, pl, and &!, the following lemma is an immediate corollary. 
Recall that OTHERID is the set of 
descendant y (module SJ different from z. 
then z can have ancestors in OTHERID(: ). 
strings s which have an irreducible 
Note that if S is not Church-Rosser 
Proof, Let Y = IRR(S)\{z}, so OTHERID is the set of ancestors of strings in 
I’. IRRW is regular md a DFA accepting it is effectively constructible from S 
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(Lemma 1.3.2). Therefore Y is regular, and a DFA accepting Y is effectively 
constructible from S and z. From this DFA we can construct effectively a CFG G, 
which generates Y as a CFL. 
Since S is regular monadic, it follows from Lemma 3.0.1 that the set of all 
ancestors of Y, which is precisely OTHERID( is a CFL, and a CFG G generating 
it is effectively constructible from S and G,, hence from S and t. Cl 
Decidability of criterion (B’) is an easy corollary. 
Proposition 3.2.4. If S is regular monadic, then criterion (B’) of Lemma 3.1.2 is 
decidable. 
Proof. Recall that S is length-reducing, so Criterion (B’) says: 
For all &, &E RANGE(S), 
OTHERID n BCLASH(&, &) = 0. 
It is trivial to compute each string 61; b,= PI or &I = e, since S is monadic. By 
Lemma 3.2.3, a CFG G generating OTHERID&) is effectively zlnstructible from 
S and&. By Lemma 3.2.2 an e-NDFA N accepting BCLASH(&, /32) is effectively 
constructible from S, PI, and ~32. 
Given IV and G it is decidab!e [13] if OTHERID(&)n BCLASH(&, /3J ~9). 
Therefore, since RANGE(S) is finite, criterion (B’) is decidable. q 
3.3. Criterion (A’) is decidable when S is reguhr monadic 
We shall now see that criterion (A’) of Lemma 3.1.2 is decidable. The decision 
procedure is like that for criterion (B’) but complicated by the need to handle 
subsets of X* x 2’ rather than subsets of Z*. Recall that Criterion (A’) reads: 
For all &,@z in RANGE(S), 
DID n ACLASH(P 1, &) = 0. 
In order to construct another decision procedure like that for Criterion (B’) it is 
necessary to encode y * xZ* as a regular set. The encoding is as follows: choose 
an isomorphic copy $ of X. For each string u over C, let 0’ be its isomorphic copy 
over ,f. Recall that fiR is the reversal of u’. A pair of strings (x1, ~2) may be encoded 
uniquely as x $2. R For this reason we shall let PAIRS denote the regular set C* l z*. 
From S a new Thue system S* is no defined: 
S-=S”((czR=gR): (a =(?)ES). 
The following lemma sets out the important properties of S. 
Lemma 3.3.1. (1) If S is regular monadic, then so is SA and SA is effectively 
constructible from a suitable presentation of S. 
if and only if x+(s,yl and 
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(2) Giuesz r in PAIRS, if r %si t, then t E PAIRS. 
(3) Gium x1, x2, yl and y2 in X*, x&+~-~y~j$ 
X2%)Y2* 
(4) IRR(S) x IRR(S) corresponds to PAIRS n IRR(S^). 
Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious. (3) and (4) follow from the observation that 
xl~~-*cs~~yly’~ifandonlyifeitherxl=ytandx:!-*~s,yzor~~~~s,yland~2=yzg 0 
Let ACLASH$1,&) be the subset of PAIRS corresponding to 
ACL,ASI_T&, p2). TO get an explicit description of this set, let LI = S-‘C&l and 
L2 = S-1(~2). Then clearly ACLASH*&, 02) is the set LJ defined as follows: 
L3 = (P1~/7FU’R: for some nonempty string u over E, uu EL&w E L2). 
Lemma 3.3.2. Given L1, L2,&, &, and L3 as above, if L1 and Lz are regular, then 
SO is L3, and a NDFA N3 accepting Ls may be constructed effectively from PI, &, 
and NDFAs N1 and N2 accepting Ll and L2 respectively. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 3.3.1. U 
Hence the following learrma is immediate. 
Lemma 3.3.3. If S is regular, then, for every 0 1, & in RANGE(S), 
ACL_4SHfi(&, &) is regular arid a NDFA accepting this set is effectively construct- 
ible from 81, &, and S. 
We now consider DID-, the subset of PAIRS representing those pairs of strings 
with distinct irreducible descendants; (modulo S). 
First let 
I’ = (y,.i;: E PAIRS: ~1~ f: yI}. 
By Lemma 3.3.1, 
Y~IRR(S~)=(Z~Z~:=~#=~ and r1,z7~IRR(S)). 
In other words, Y n IRR$) is the cl..t DIA corresponding to the set DI of 
Definition 3.1.1. Since IRR(S’ J !; a regular set and Y is obviously a CFL, DII is 
a WI, (even if S is no? monadic). From Lemma X3.1 and Definition 3.1.1 it follows 
that 
DID* = PAIRS n X, 
where 
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Note that when S is regular then not only is DIA a CFL, but a CFG generating 
DIA is effectively constructible from Sa, hence from S. Therefore by Lemma 3.0.1, 
if S (and hence S1) is regukr monadic, then X is a CFL generated by a CFG which 
is effectively constructible from S*. Since PAIRS is regular and one zan construct 
a NDFA accepting PAIRS effectively from X, hence from S, the follokng lemma 
is proved. t 
Lemma 3.3.4. If S is regular monadic, then DID^ is a CFL, acd a CFG G 
generating DIDI is eflecticdy constructible from S. 
It is immediate from the correspondence between C* XC* and PAIRS that 
criterion (A’) of Lemma 3.1.2 is equivalent o: 
For all &, pz E RANGE(S), 
DIDIn ACLASH*(&, &) = 8. 
Therefore from Lemmas 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 we have following proposition whose 
proof is the same as for Proposition 3.2.4. 
Proposition 3.3.5. If S is regular monadic, then criterion (A’) is decidable. 
From Lemma 3.1.2 and Propositions 3.2.4 and 3.3.5, the following theorem is 
immediate. 
Theorem 3.3.6. If S is regular and monadic, then it is decidable if S is confluent 
(or equiualentiy, Church-Rosser, since S is length-reducing). 
In [17) the decision procedure implicit in Theorem 3.3.6 is analysed and shown 
to run in time exponential in the size of S, under the assumption that S is presented 
asalist tpdh), . . . , (p,,D,)where(pl,. . . , p,} = RANGE(S) and each Di is a DFA 
accepting S ‘(pi). At one time it seemed that the algorithm could be implemented 
in polynomial time, since the NDFAs constructed can be bounded polynomially in 
the size of S; however, the CFGs generating the sets OTHERID and DIDA 
can be exponential in the size of S, because IRR(S) and IRR(Sj can be complicated 
regular sets (Example 1.3.3). 
4. Coniluence of arbitrary regular Thue systems is undecidable 
The decision procedure of Section 3 relied heavily on the assumption that the 
Thue systems S involved were both regular and monadic. In this section I shall 
prove that if the requirement hat S be monadic is dropped, then the question of 
whether S is confluent (or Church-Rosser) is undecidable. 
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The idea is as follows. First we take a Turing machine 2 whose halting problem 
is unsolvabl!. : in other words, there is no effective procedure whch decides of every 
input string x’ whether 2 halts on input X. For each input string X, there exists a 
regular Thue system SX which is confluent if and only if 2 does not halt on input 
X, and SX is effectively constructible from x Thus, confluence of such Thue systems 
is undecidable. The Thue systems S, constructed from strings x are all length- 
reducing; &us they are confluent if and only if they are Church-Rosser. Moreover, 
the systems & are unequivocal. Thus the question of whether a regular (unequivoal) 
Thue system is confluent (or Church-Rosser) is undecidable. 
4.5. The undecidability proof 
Undecidability of confluence for infinite regular Thue systems will follow from 
Theorem 4. I. 1, which was first outlined by M. Jantzen and B. Monien and communi- 
ca?ed by R. Book. 
Theorem 41.1. Let Z be a Turing machine [ 1 l] with input alphabet S. Thm ow 
can construct a finite Thue system T and regular sets CONFIG and HALTING 
over an alphabet I-’ with the following properties : 
(1) HALTING E CONFIG c r*, CONFIG n DOMAIN(T) = v), every string in 
CONFIG has length at least 3, and the only way a string o in CONFIG cat1 acerlap 
a difJferent string v in CONFIG u DOMAIN(T) is when v E DOMAIN(T) and L* is 
a substring of w ; 
(2) T is unequivocal, l~~ngttl-rt~dlrcing, and confluent (hence Church-Rosscar) and 
e&P/&GE(T); 
(3) If 8 E CONFIG ana’ 8 -+[.,q, then q E CONFIG: 
(4) Given any .Y in z’*, one can construct a string (’ in CONFIG n IRR( T), such 
that Z halts on input .r if and only if fbr some (U in HALTING (I) *,&; 
(5) T, CONFIG, HALTING -1, and 6 rqrp effeclioely constructible jiom Z artd s. 
Proof. Stx [17, 181. The idea is similar to Post’s simulation of Z by a semi-Thue 
system Ill]: the set of configurations of Z are encoded as strings in CONFIG and 
there k a map 7r irom CONFIG to the set of configurations of Z such that 0 A8 r, r) 
if and only if ?r(r#-7n@). Ot course’, HAL.TING represents the set of halting 
configurations and 6 the initial configuration on input s. The Thue system T is 
made confluent (and uncquiwcal) by using ‘dummy symbols’ in t’wrv rule (TV = @ b 
so that @ is uniquely dekrmined by (1. I- ‘1 ;..A 
Continuing the notation of Theorem 4.1.1, given 2 and s. let 
R, = HALTlNG u (CONFIG n IRRrTl\(f\\, 
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Clearly Sx is an infinite regular Thue system. By Theorem 4.1 .l (5) it is effectively 
constructible from 2 and x and by Theorem 4.1.1 (1,2) it is length-reducing. 
Theorem 4.1.2. Giuen S, as a6ove, if (& HALTING, then 
( 1) S, is unequioocal; 
(21 S, is confluerzt (hence Church-Rosser) if and only if Z fails to halt on input x. 
Proof. (1) If & HALTING, then (5) n R, = Q). Since R, u (6) E CONFIG it follows 
from Theorem 4.1.1 ( 1) that {5), R,, and DOMAIN( 7’) are pairwise disjoint. Since 
T is unequivocal it follows that S, is unequivocal. 
(2) On;?l if: if 2 halts on input X, then by Theorem 4.1.1 (4), there exists a string 
0 in HAL’TING (hence in R,) such that WA, T,(. Thus o+,,~ +(s,,b and o -~,,a. 
By definition of S, its range does not contain e (Theorem 4.1.1(2)) and so n and 
& are irreducible with a common ancestor w ; hence S, is not confluent. 
I’: if Sx is not confluent, then it must violate one of Nivat’s criteria (Section 3.1). 
By Theorem 4.1.1(4) it is enough todeduce that for some o in HALTING, u +-J. 
First I claim that S., satisfies Nivat’s Criterion (A); for suppose that (w = 0 I) and 
{c-t’ = &) are rules of S_, where v f t-. If UM’ = e, then p 1 = & since S, is unequivocal ; 
it WV f e, then by Theorem 4.1.1(I) both rules are from T which is confluent, so 
fllr\9 and r& have a common descendant (modulo T, hence modulo S,, ). This probes 
the claim. 
Therefore S, violates Nivat’s Criterion (B), and there exist rules (VW = /3 1l and 
I r = pj,) of S, where p1 and rrpz,rt have no descendant in common. Again since S, 
is unequivocal it follows from Theorem 4.1.1( 1) that (v = pz> is a rule of T and 
since T is confluent (UW = &) is not a rule of T. Hence z~v\zl E R, u (5). However, 
Ifcn*e IRR( T), so (by definition of R, ) uvw E HALTING, and p I= a. Write w for 
lfl-lr and let r) be the unique irreducible descendant of z@zw (module T; rtot 
modtllo S&Thus w -+-,I) and by Theorem 4.1.1(3) 17 ECONFIG~IR~<(TK 
R, u(s’l). Ilowever, ti is not a descendant of v (modulo S, i so 77 E! R, and q = 6. 
Thus w A, i 16. rL= 
Let Z tx a Turing machine whose halting problem is unsolvable [ 11,191. Without 
loss of generality WC can assume that no initial configuration of 2 is a halting 
configurabon, so in the notation of Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, 5 g HALTING. By 
Theorem 4.1.2 the halting problem for Z can be effectively transformed into the 
question of which Thue systems S, are no: confluent, and we have the following 
immediate consequence: 
Thorem 4.1.3. Corlffrterxe mui the ChrcCr-Rosser property are in gtwerd both 
undecidable for infinite regrthr T!we system C s, YCYU Wh’Ft Sldl SJ5tefllS are 
IlFlt’c~lliCOCd. 
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